
  

Search Engine Optimization

Search Engine Optimization (SEO)

Key Benefits 

Measuring ROI

Reporting 

Milestones
 

The ability to search has changed how we buy our goods and 
services.  By not showing on the front page of Google and other 
leading search engine directories, your business is missing out on a 
great deal of market share.

From years of advertising bombarding we have become blind to 
most forms of advertising, and the majorities of people turn the 
sound down on the television or fast forward the advertisements 
than actually watch them.

PPC advertising (pay per click) accounts for 22% of search traffic, 
SEO or organic listings account for 73% of all search traffic the left 
over 5% is made up from (SEM) search engine marketing tactics.

Organic listings are perceived as leading companies within their 
market.

IMarks can take your business to the front page of Google, Yahoo 
and Bing.  More importantly, when you are the leading brand on-
line we maintain your position.
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¤ Help you in creating a brand and unique identity in web as 
well as in this global market

¤ Help you in Increasing in on-line traffic

¤ Have Continuous Visibility in search engines¤

¤ Most targeted and qualified website visitors

¤ Reducing your cost of on-line customer acquisition

¤ Cheapest Marketing tool for promoting your website

¤ Increase in the Revenue (Highest ROI) 

¤ Helps you in taking Competitive edge from yours 
competitors

¤      Higher web site conversion rates and more revenue or web 
leads through better keyword targeting

¤  Large audience and high engagement level

¤  Drives traffic to web site

¤    Keyword Research, analysis & recommendations - First we research the 
market and compile a list of keywords, these keywords consist of primary 
keywords, secondary keywords and long tail keywords.

¤    Indexing Search Engines - How easy the site can be crawled by the search 
engine spiders, also how accessible the pages are in terms of site structure.  
Usability from a users perspective and search engine friendliness are 
examined.

¤ Site structure - Design, Usability, Site Structure, Seach engine friendliness, 
broken links, robots.txt, sitemap this goes hand in hand with search engine 
friendliness.

¤ Competitive analysis - What competitors are currently targeting the same 
keyword terms, and how are they targeting their market.  Are the 
competitors there by luck or are they engaged in SEO as well.

¤ Content creation suggestions - What kind of content would be valuable to 
add to the site or a blog, to attract additional traffic and convert existing 
users, are there potentials for linkbait.

¤ Tagging - Page Title, Canonical Tag, Meta Keyword tags, Meta description 
tags, header tags - Submitting of suggested title & meta description tags for 
approval.  Once approved they are then implemented.

¤ Content manipulation and optimization - Suggested changes are 
submitted for approval, once approved these are implemented. We 
optimize the content in the form of videos, images and internal links.

¤ Industry specific directories & general business directories - Sourcing of 
industry specific directories & general business search directories including 
Dmoz and submitting the clients site.

¤ Social Optimization - We connect social channels and do content 
optimization to the specific target audience 

¤ Google maps and local business centre - Creating business listing in 
Google maps local business centre.

¤ Analytical setup - We set the client up with Google analytical tool, this data 
is also included with our own monthly reporting.

¤ Blog site creation & submission of blog & website to directories - The perfect 
addition for your website for up to date news, special offers and a forum for 
your customers to interact with your business.

¤ Implementation of linking campaign - First 25 or 50 links of the linking 
campaign is started, these links are the med to the clients targeted 
keyword phrases.

¤ Traffic is the amount of visitors, or hits, your website gets

¤ Keyword ranking metrics 

¤ Page Ranking 

¤ Backlinks 

¤ Conversions are website visitors who turn into customers 

¤ The payment shall be done by 5th of every month wherein the first 
payment shall be payable at the agreement sign off.

¤ A summary of effort made in the month and results 
achieved

¤ Month-on-month tracking  of organic traffic including a list 
of top performing keywords

¤ Visibility keywords report comparing the rankings of the 
client’s site and its competitors 

Payment Terms
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